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International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women
25 November

Read carefully, translate and answer the teacher’s questions.     1º/2º ESO

International days and weeks are occasions to educate the public on issues of concern, 
to mobilize political will and resources to address global problems, and to celebrate and
reinforce achievements of humanity. 

Orange the World
UNiTE! Activism to End Violence against Women & Girls!

Five  years  ago,  the  #MeToo movement,  founded  by  activist  Tarana  Burke  in  2006,
exploded and sparked global mobilization creating a moment of urgency in preventing and responding
to violence against women and girls.

Since then, unprecedented awareness and momentum have been created thanks to the relentless work
of  activists,  women’s  human  rights  defenders  and  survivor  advocates  worldwide  to  prevent  and
eliminate violence against women and girls.

Translate these sentences. (Ask for the teacher’s help, if you’re not understand all the words)

What is #16Days of  activism?

It is a call to action and a reminder that 
violence against women and girls is the most
pervasive human rights violation worldwide.

#PushForward and act now to end violence 
against women and girls everywhere!

• We will not stay silent. 

• We will not stay still. 

• We will raise our voices.
• We will #PushForward until there is an end 

to all violence against women and girls.
#16Days

Take action to prevent violence against 
women & girls: 

• take a stand publicly

• engage in activities & events to raise 
awareness in your community

• join women’s rights movements & 
activists 

#PushForward #16Days

We want a world where women and girls can 
live free from fear.

• In every heartbeat.

• With every breath.

• At every step.

• RT if you agree! 

#16Days #PushForward

1- Malalay from Afghanistan:

«A world free of violence will be a healthy, 
successful & stable society,» says Malalay, an 
Afghan lawyer & activist working to support & 
restore the rights of women & girls affected by 
family & social violence in #Afghanistan.

«[Women] have always been subjected to 
violence,» says Malalay — but now, under the 
Taliban, they have nowhere to turn: «All the 
institutions that work and operate to protect 

women's rights have stopped activities and closed.»

Watch the UN’s video: Against the Pushback, We #PushForward | 16 Days 2022
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https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/pushforward
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xx8Mw8ofi6Y
https://www.un.org/en/observances/international-days-and-weeks
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